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I sent a print copy of this book to my sister, and later phoned her about something else, while
she mentioned that she had started reading "Dear Anne H." and wondered if I had wanted "to
date" Anne Heche's sister in college."No, that wasn't it, at ALL," I said, and, "I'm guessing that
you read from the beginning."She replied, "I opened it in the middle and started reading."I
explained that this is not the sort of story you can start in the middle.I also offered a copy to my
best friend of many years, to which he replied that he'd already read the first two pages and that
he really wasn't interested. "If it's about Jesus and the lies we were told as children," he clarified,
"I'm not interested."I said, "But you enjoyed reading my last book about my chickens."He replied,
"LOVED the chicken book."Then, another best friend I've known since high school, who has a
PhD in theology, took me to task yesterday for even IMAGINING that I could write a book about
Christian history, because I did not, nor could not, know or understand anything about it. I
explained that the plot charts a certain progression-of-mystery, which I'd call a "novel approach,"
and that it COULD BE somewhat sloppy, but that's no reason to not write it. I further explained
that the ending tracked a current twist in physics, which suggests that the material world of
atoms, particles, and vibrations may be a kind of subset of what's essentially "consciousness,"
and this overlaps religious topics (paradigms) pertaining to whatever we might believe as a
matter of individual consciousness.He replied, "But not ALL physicists adhere to that model.""I
know," I replied.He said, "But you just said 'physicists' and that implies 'all physicists.'"This form
of distraction, requiring one to go back to clarify every word, suddenly reminded me of religious
conversations we had had when he was age 15 and I was age 16, when he would say, "I'm sorry
Scott, you don't know what you are talking about." In other words, one does not require a PhD to
dismiss another's "novel approach" as basically idiotic, which 15 year-old's do all day long.I
believe last night he used the word: conspiratorial.Perhaps he's right; I should recall this book,
and crawl back under the rock, from which I had crawled out from.And there's many reasons
why I WON'T dismiss it, and some of these are very personal to me, and writing this book
resolves some things that I'd want to document for having crossed my mind, even if nobody else
reads it.Something I recall from reading "Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance" years ago,
was the contrast between fixing a high-end brand, such as BMW, with substandard parts, for
example, using a slice of aluminum taken from a beer can to fix an issue that a BMW motorcycle
might be having. If a person WERE to conduct such a fix, others might find it
reprehensible.Actress Anne Heche's autobiographic memoir, "Call Me Crazy," to me, is a perfect
example of a consciousness model we all might benefit to pay attention to, perhaps even to take-
it-apart, understand how it ticks. But the reader can't just JUMP INTO THE MIDDLE of my book
and think they understand the progression. The story in this book, "Dear Anne H.," begins with
Julius Caesar in 100 BC, then traces forward the origins of Christianity, and basic
"consciousness models" developed across two thousand years.Yes, and I'll mention what it is:
I'm stripping aluminum from A BEER CAN and using it to fix what Western society holds dearly



precious (its own story) (fabricated as it is, or not). This Anne H. book may not be pretty, and
could be all wrong, and yet, if it might lead into something better, or perhaps novel, don't ask me
to apologize.And I thank you very much for investigating. If you've read my other book about my
chickens, and loved it, I believe this one is even better.
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boy.There is something I wanted to say to you.It’s about Jesus.It’s about your mother, who
believes that she loves Jesus, Jesus who art in heaven now.It’s about your upbringing.Lies told
to you when you were a child.I want to address these certain fabrications.Long overdue.I mean,
seriously.Letter TwoDear Anne,The reason I want to address the lies is because I was lied to
also.You, you moved on after you turned 18, left the initial lies behind, entered into others.I don’t
care about the later lies, only the childhood lies.I want to write to you about what I have collected
together into a brief story.I am attempting to be as clear as possible, writing as simply as I know
how.I’d first want to review what we were taught as children (in the various buildings).Referring to
the history-teaching Bible resources, set in front of us kids sitting upon little chairs around
square, rectangular, or round tables, provided via publishing arms and their distribution
units.Explaining to us that civilization began roughly seven thousand years ago.A truly criminal
timeline, displacing us; me, you, everybody, where “healing our past” is impossible, but we’ll
return to this later.Letter ThreeDear Anne,In the beginning, God wanted people to
replicate.Think “Woodstock Concert,” 1969, the year that you were born, where many people
were walking around naked and did not know it.Some singing innocently, with amazing
harmonies: “We’ve got to get ourselves, back to the Garr-ar-dennn.”The hippie-era appreciated,
reawakened, from the Garden itself, that GOD invented the woman’s breast with a beautiful,
sensitive nipple which deserved to be shown in public.Even if under a t-shirt.God likewise
invented the man-thing which was adaptable, yet equally sensitive.The man’s nipples on his
chest could be sensitive, but often not.Within the replication design, humans were programmed
to have amazing bodies of sculpted arms and legs, causing otherwise-disgustingly-practical



butts to appear almost magical, while some people’s appendages come out short and stubby,
with butts flat or too fat like rubber.This really makes no sense.Patterns, thicknesses of hairs on
the human body can also be all over the map.Adam and Eve are assumed to have been created
with PERFECT human appendages, hair gorgeous, blow-dried, bodies designed to lie around
and mate all day, nibble fruit, and have not a clue what they were doing.Adam and Eve held
within them the DNA prototype for all the rest of us following after them, as mentioned: a crazy
mixed bag of options, super short, super tall, Chinese, Japanese, Cuban, etc., some more hairy,
flat butts, fat butts, etc.Adam and Eve could eat whatever kind of fruit they wanted, except for
one.They ate it.For some reason, and we are not sure why, God was super upset by this, we are
told.God must not have fully explained the general “attitudinal” context of Creation to Adam and
Eve.I mean, regarding “stepping up” and “taking responsibility,” because there was much blame
going around, almost immediately, in God’s Garden.As Landlord, God had not been all too clear
at outlining His expectations, so He threw Adam and Eve out of their garden paradise, banished
them to find what living arrangements they could, and God Himself was in a pissy mood for a
long time after.God praised Himself for setting up the initial situation as beneficial for Adam and
Eve to have FREE WILL, if they hadn’t almost immediately fucked-up.Seven thousand years
later, humans still can’t explain what FREE WILL is.Or else it’s, “Just a little fuzzy.”Suddenly, after
the release of human “free will,” the entire planet turned hostile.Another word for this was
sinful.Sinful became the measuring rod for all future human endeavors, while God mostly
watched from afar.If He did speak, God said: “You ordinary peoples are just wasting your
time.”And, “Vanity of vanities, sayeth the Lord.”Later, God might speak from a burning bush, if
you were lucky.If this happens to you, you are to take your sandals off, which I remember
specifically this part of the story from Sunday school.Wicked was another word God applied to
humans a lot.The concept of “free will” was pretty-much the same as wickedness, so God
decided to flood and drown everything on the planet.The water will rise over everybody’s heads,
despite their endless kicking, like kittens, stuffed into a burlap sack with rocks, and thrown into
the river.God accepted no responsibility that “free will” now caused humans, during the days of
Noah, to want to screw anything that moved, because it was ADAM and EVE who ate the wrong
damn fruit.God was also upset that people were creating images of Him that looked nothing like
Him.So God killed them all, we could say violently, but then, is treading water and then drowning
such a bad way to go, for every unfortunate man of that day, woman, and young child?The evil
people were likely pounding on the door of the ark to let them in.God thought not, no miracles
forthcoming.There was no place for these dead souls to go because God didn’t want their souls
either.The biblical story leaves a lot out, which we can fill in later as adults.We assume Jesus
was there at this same time as Noah, because the Bible says He was.For this part of the more-
ancient Christian Bible, Jesus was away doing other things.If I were Jesus, I’d have stayed in the
hot tub, not looked down to see what the people on Earth were screaming about, such as when
the lightning was cracking.During Noah’s flood, I mean.I’m pretty sure Jesus chilled-out ALL He
could, while God the Father was away.The first part of this Greatest Story Ever Told is all about



the Father’s actions.God Himself never personally evolves as the Father-main-character, while
later, His Son just instantly appears, who is this Same God too, and INFINITELY more
evolved.Miracles happen all across the Bible, don’t they?But Jesus might have had his own hot
tub, or not? Up in heaven, on a cloud?Beautiful views!Whilst the adults teaching Sunday school
when I was a kid, NEVER would have even CONSIDERED lounging lazily in a hot tub.Too
earthly sensuous, shameful, thinking back now, but I digress.There’s more we learned about
Noah, but WE are adults now, you and me.Animals are saved by Noah’s Ark, but nobody has yet
done the math regarding every species, with variations, because: Just the many types of DOGS
alone could fill an entire ark, packed into crates, two by two, seven pairs each.Sunday school
teachers get a good laugh out of that concern, reply: “God had created only two ‘proto-
dogs.’”But it’s safe to wonder, if somebody had evolved dogs, it’s reasonable that the humans,
after Noah’s ark landed, could morph a chihuahua into a Great Dane, but also, getting a poodle
of out that, how?I guess humans wanted dachshunds and miniature dachshunds too, since free
will, plus lots of free time, makes anything possible.Birds would not have fared well in constant
rain during forty days, so every species of bird was inside the ark too, seven pairs each.
Including a wide variety of extremely exotic chickens, filling-up to half an ark, but maybe Noah
only carried along two “proto-chickens”.Every type of mouse, shrew, and mole was in there
too.Two moles dug their way across the desert to reach the ark.Plus, saved from the flood, were
all the insects, bees, wasps, land crabs, toads, poisonous frogs, tiny snails, and their internal
parasites.Fish too, because we can’t have fresh water and salt water fish mingling, such as
sharks roaming the flooding waters mixed with rainbow trout.Insects and spiders from specific
niches found in South and Central America crawled great distances to be saved from this great
flood.God had already created everything and He was not going to be creating any of this stuff
again after the flood, especially not any new bugs.After all the water quickly dissipated, to
where, we are not told, the entire planet of peoples repopulated from Noah’s three sons, with
each branch of humans racing to their own respective corners across the next seven thousand
+/- years.But first God changed all their languages so nobody could understand each other,
another brilliant idea.Nations and empires rose-up across the other side of the planet while God
was not watching any of it.God looked down one day (His Eyes roving across one-sixteenth the
planet) and once again, found only one humble Middle Eastern man worthy of His respect,
Abraham.God gave that man a Promise of something special, which was more people.These
people proved themselves to be just as idiotic as the rest.Apparently, God cannot see into the
future.But a promise like This is a Promise.First, the one man worthy of God’s respect was
instructed to perform human sacrifice on his miracle man-child.Abraham did not have a lot to go
on, but he decided to follow along with This Plan.Meanwhile, Abraham had recently fathered a
different son with his handmaiden, to help God fulfill This Promise, informing us of either:A)
How clueless Abraham actually was,or B) the plot portrays the theme of a God with very poor
communication skills.Or C) For many weeks and months, Abraham had had THE HOTS for this
handmaiden and WHAT an OPPORTUNITY now!Can’t we just hear Abraham explaining THAT



ONE to his wife, Sarah?Apparently, no angel appeared to warn Abraham to keep his dick in his
pants.Meanwhile, the other human descendants from Noah’s ark, through these three sons,
were busily settling across China, Japan, Korea, Mongolia, Africa, South and Central America,
North America, India, Europe and Great Britain, Australia, Russia, Finland, and all points in
between, without any of God’s help, just populating, the same as Abraham would be doing, I
mean, making more people to spring forth from their loins.In Mexico, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand,
Belarus!Some of these other peoples must have morphed into giants because here we are
today, discovering huge megalithic stone structural compounds and many thousands of
pyramids built across the planet within every nation East to West, North to South, built to an
astronomical precision and a cosmic awareness unable to be replicated today, built in the far
distant past (yet within seven thousand human years), obviously, with zero assistance from
Jehovah God.The bones from giant skeletons, and other bizarre humanoids, get quickly swept
away and are stored in the back offices of the Smithsonian, forever hidden from public
view.“Nothing to see here!”I have not walked the entire planet myself to confirm any of it, but this
is what I am told: thousands of cosmically aligned pyramids were built on Earth without any
proper religious explanation and beyond the patterns of recently settled (hunter-gatherer)
civilizations.These are still standing here on the planet in plain view, unauthorized, un-promoted,
certainly not taught about in schools.Mainstream media reported recently that satellites with
underground scanning capabilities have discovered over one million, buried, significant human-
created structures planetwide, including additional pyramids buried beneath the soil, from tippy-
top to massive rock-bottom, which I’m sure somebody will surmise, is further evidence for
Noah’s flood stirring-up the mud.These broad diversities of ancient, super-advanced cultures
are absolutely insignificant because they are not mentioned in the Christian Bible.What matters
is that God tells us a narrow story about a specific family line of genetic importance, a specific
branch of just a few lucky people, who end up as slaves in Egypt.The rest of the offspring from
Abraham’s loin, the Bible doesn’t mention where they went.What we are to understand next, is
that all the Israelites are living in Egypt, suddenly including 600,000 Jewish male warriors
(Numbers 1:46), plus their families, which could be an additional two million Israelites, while
other Bible experts say it was six million.That’s a lot of SEX to populate that many people, and
we are to assume, none of it was any fun.End to end, that is A LOT of Israelites living in Egypt,
fifty miles of them marching ten by ten, yet never mentioned once in the hieroglyphs.God tells
these Israelites to steal of things of value, whatever they can, from their Egyptian masters, and to
bring this booty with them on their journey on foot into the desert, supposedly so they’d have a
little spending money along the way.Within the tent tenements of two million people totally lost,
some wayward goofs amongst them pool their Egyptian gold together, somehow had brought
along special equipment to forge a golden calf, but Moses finds out, is really pissed.There is no
explanation for how two million people will find any sort of food (or water) in a hostile desert
environment for forty years, so food just drops from the sky.Chicken nuggets most likely, with
little packets of sauces.Later God sends enough quail to feed 600,000 soldiers, plus their



families, babies, grandparents, some people in wheel chairs rolling across the sand.We’re not
informed of what the side-portions might have been.It’s statistically likely that most of them had
NO CLUE who was in charge.Through additional miraculous intervention, these two to six
million people left not a single trace of their 40 years in the desert for historians or archaeologists
to find later.But archaeologists have found traces of the other Israelites living in the Land of
Canaan at this same time, which may explain where the other descendants of Abraham moved
to, the ones who will centuries later eventually pen the amazing, INCREDIBLE story of Moses.
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